
Joyroom JR-ZS248 Electric Car Dashboard Holder with Qi Induc Ref: 6941237131959
Joyroom JR-ZS248 Electric Car Dashboard Holder with Qi Inductive Charger (Black)
Joyroom JR-ZS248 automatic car dashboard mount with Qi inductive charger (black)
Are you looking for a sturdy holder that will allow you to renew the power of your device? The Joyroom JR-ZS248 automatic car holder
with Qi inductive charger is sure to meet your expectations. The product is compatible with smartphones from 4.5" to 6.7" and enables
wireless  charging with  up to  15 watts  of  power.  You can conveniently  adjust  your  phone's  360°  positioning and freely  use  navigation
while driving. What's more, its installation on the dashboard won't cause you any trouble.
 
Wireless charging
The Joyroom car  mount  supports  wireless  charging with  up to  15 watts  of  power,  so  you don't  have to  worry  about  your  smartphone
discharging at the least opportune moment during your car trip. As a result, you can use navigation and renew your device's power at
the same time. If your phone's case is plastic and its thickness does not exceed 5 mm, you do not need to remove it before charging.
 
Wide compatibility
Wondering if your smartphone will be compatible with the Joyroom mount? The product will work perfectly with phones whose diagonal
ranges from 4.5" to 6.7". What's more, thanks to special technology, the charger automatically adjusts the power to Apple devices and
Android-based smartphones. The product is Qi certified, and its installation on the dashboard is extremely easy.
 
Stability and adjustability
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You can rest assured that the Joyroom holder will hold your device stably, even during sudden braking. The product's arms automatically
snap into place as soon as you bring your phone close. Thanks to its well-thought-out design, the holder holds firmly on the dashboard.
What's more, it is 360° adjustable - so you can easily adjust the positioning of your device to suit your needs, and efficiently remove your
smartphone in case of an emergency.
 
Specification:
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	JR-ZS248
	Input port
	USB-C
	Input
	5V/2A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A
	Output
	5W / 7.5W / 10W / 15W (max).
	Compatibility
	Phones with diagonal from 4.5" to 6.7"
	Installation location
	Dashboard
	Dimensions
	approx. 98 x 96 mm
	Material
	ABS + fireproof PC
	Color
	Black
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Price:

€ 23.90
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